Brandeis Marshall
Brandeis Marshall, PhD, Principal at Brandeis Marshall Consulting LLC,
is a computer science scholar, educator and strategist with 15+ years of
experience. Brandeis contributes to the data engineering, data science,
and data/computer science education fields. Brandeis Marshall
Consulting LLC oﬀers speaking and coaching solutions to identify gaps
in your team’s data understanding, elevate your team’s preparedness in
the data space and shape recommendations and practices for timely
implementation.
Brandeis is a data science learning and curriculum advisor/trainer and
dedicated to broadening representation in the data space. Her lens of
infusing social context with data and its implications have inspired
others to rethink the role of data from academia, corporate, government
and non-profit sectors.

SELECTED ENGAGEMENTS:

CONSULTATION THEMES:
Data Skills Pedagogy & Practice
Ethical considerations are a cornerstone to data
understanding and management. Best practices, challenges
and career preparation strategies can be shared.
Trainer Development in Data Science
Discover techniques to seeding data science principles into
existing training materials for your organization. Build or
revise content for limited or extended sessions.
Participation, Access, Inclusion and Representation
(PAIR) Principles
Learn about public value failures as part of data science
algorithms and practices and how the PAIR Principles
framework could mitigate its impact.
SERVICES INFORMATION:
Advisor/Consultant: $500+
Half-Day Session (up to 3 hours): $3,000 - $6,000
Full-day Session (up to 7 hours): $5,000 - $8,000
One-day-and-a-Half Session: $7,000 - $11,000
Two-Day Session: $8,000 - $12,000
* University/Nonprofit pricing may diﬀer. Our fees include most U.S.based travel locations.

PRAISE FOR BRANDEIS:
“Thank you for making a wonderfully
informative day. It was exactly what we had
envisioned when we started down the
planning pathway. Looking forward to working
on the conference report.” ~ Tracey Perez
Koehlmoos, PhD, MHA, Uniformed Services
University of the Health Sciences
______________
Thank you for sending additional resources
for us to consider as we move forward with
this project.They are very relevant; we were
looking for articles specifically on these
topics. ~ Janet Torres, D-Lab, University of
California, Berkeley

For more detailed information on Brandeis’
consultation activities or to hire her for your
next training & development event, please
contact us:
Email: brandeis[dot]marshall [at] gmail[dot] com
On the web: www.brandeismarshall.com
Twitter: @csdoctorsister
LinkedIn: brandeis-marshall

